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For Columbia Gas of Pennsylvania, Inc.’s Rate Increase Request 

Docket No. R-2020-3018835 

Wednesday, July 8, 2020,  1:00PM 
 
Introduction – Richard C Culbertson, 1430 Bower Hill Road, Pittsburgh PA  (Mt. Lebanon) 
 
I thank you for the opportunity to testify on this Columbia Gas Rate Case. My approach to this testimony 
– is to provide facts provide an analysis of those fact and provide some conclusions as to why this 
proposed rate increase should not occur.  It is time to level the spending curve. 
 
Employment or other professional activities – Owner of a small real estate investment business and 
operate around Pittsburgh and in the state of California.  I own four housing units that are serviced by 
Columbia Gas of Pennsylvania as such I am an interested party to this rate case. 
-- Improve world-wide organizational asset manage by good ASTM and ISO Asset Management 
standards.   
-- I have the elected Chair position of ASTM E53 Asset Management Committee (186 members) of which 
writes, vets, and promulgates international asset management consensus standards, e.g. ASTM E2279 
Guiding Principles of Property Asset Management  has been adopted by the US Department of Defense 
in their DoD Instruction DODI 5000.64 ACCOUNTABILITY AND MANAGEMENT OF DOD EQUIPMENT AND 
OTHER ACCOUNTABLE PROPERTY.  This standard is also used as a reference in ISO 55000 Asset 
Management standard of which is identified in the bibliography of ANSI/API 1173 Pipeline Safety 
Management Systems of which has been adopted by NiSource and Columbia Gas of Pennsylvania. 
-- Member and elected Membership Secretary of ASTM/ANSI/ISO Technical Committee (TC) 251 Asset 
Management of which has responsibility for U.S. representation in the international TC 251 of which has 
produced and is responsible for the ISO 55000 Asset Management standard.   
-- Elected Senior Fellow and Director of Asset Leadership Network. 
-- Member and elected Vice President of the Three Rivers Chapter of the National Property 
Management  Association. 
-- 40 years employment with Lockheed Martin and GE in various forms of Asset Management. 
Represented Lockheed before the Government and Aerospace Industries Association (AIA).  At AIA was 
former committee chairman and worked significantly on improving Government regulations, e.g., 
Federal Acquisition Regulation Part 45 Government Property. Was Lockheed’s  leading subject matter 
expert on asset management business systems including  internal controls, accounting, and 
accountability of company and Government property. Was responsible for good decision making and 
internal controls: policy; operations; reporting – Government property, fixed assets and including 
Sarbanes Oxley; compliance; safeguarding assets; and maintaining and improving Government Property 
Systems at multiple sites with multiple products.  It was my job to protect Lockheed internally and 
externally from out bound conduct, material weaknesses and significant deficiencies while making  good 
business decisions, sustainable infrastructure and passing internal and Government audits.  
 
Utilities are all about various forms of asset management. 
 
My responsibilities – To be a responsible citizen.  Not only to know but do.  Know something – see 
something – say something on significant issues.  Protect property rights as provided as the US 
Constitution 5th and 14th Amendments and Pennsylvania Constitution Article 1 Paragraph 1 
“[I]ndefeasible rights, among which are those of enjoying and defending life and liberty, of acquiring, 
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possessing and protecting property”.  Back in September 9, 1969 while entering the US ARMY, I swore an 
oath, as other’s entering Government service. I take that responsibility seriously --- to know – observe 
and drive correction if necessary.  
 
Educational background --- B.S in Management at California State University Northridge, MBA 
Pepperdine,  Graduate of GE’s Financial Management Program, Certified Lean Six Sigma Black Belt (This  
is a recognized status of expertise in effective and efficient business operations),  Certified in solid waste 
transportation per 49 CFR … (Occurred while part of the management team and was responsible among 
other things for solid waste management and transportation for the project to decommission 
Shippingport Nuclear Power Station.)     
 
Testimony before the Public Utilities Commission   
 August 2018 in Washington Pennsylvania regarding Columbia Gas Rate Case;  
 A hearing regarding a complaint against Columbia Gas in February 2019 of which was filed in May 

2017 and of which the PUC still has not ruled.  I have been in dispute with Columbia Gas since July 7, 
2016.   

 April 2019 in Monroeville, Pennsylvania -- Peoples Gas Rate Case.      
 
Recommendations regarding Columbia’s proposed 17.84 percent increase (This could be 19.09 percent 
if sales tax applies.) 
 For Columbia Gas, withdrawal the request until reasonable assurances are exhibited of effective 

internal controls – effective and efficient operations, reliable reporting and compliance with laws 
and regulations.  

 For the Pennsylvania Public Utilities Commission,  if Columbia does not withdraw the proposed rate 
increase, proceed with due diligence and due process using appropriate audit and investigation 
standards.  Rate increase or decrease should only be determined by auditing internal controls and 
performance in accordance with the requirements of the GAO Green Book (Standards for Internal 
Control in the Federal Government)  and the GAO Yellow Book (Generally Accepted Government 
Auditing Standards (GAGAS).   There must be reasonable assurance of effective internal controls 
including reliable financial reporting for the purposes of cost recovery.   

 
This recommendation is based upon connecting the dots of known facts and history of legal and 
regulatory requirements regarding public utilities, NiSource, and Columbia Gas of Pennsylvania.   
 The complaint from Pennsylvania Office of Consumer Advocate  “ A preliminary examination of 

Columbia’s filing indicates that the proposed increase in rates may be unjust, unreasonable, in 
violation of law, and will or may produce an excessive return on investment in violation of the Public 
Utility Code, 66 Pa. C.S. § 1301, et seq.”  I agree with this statement  and hope they can prove it.  

 Columbia’s rate base must comply with Pennsylvania Law: TITLE 66 PUBLIC UTILITIES § 102.  
Definitions.   "Rate base."  The value of the whole or any part of the property of a public utility 
which is used and useful in the public service. 

 Title 66 § 501.  General powers. (a)  Enforcement of provisions of part --In addition to any powers 
expressly enumerated in this part, the commission shall have full power and authority, and it shall 
be its duty to enforce, execute and carry out, by its regulations, orders, or otherwise… 

 (b)  Administrative authority and regulations. --The commission shall have general administrative 
power and authority to supervise and regulate all public utilities doing business within this 
Commonwealth. The commission may make such regulations, not inconsistent with law, as may be 
necessary or proper in the exercise of its powers or for the performance of its duties. 
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 (c)  Compliance.--Every public utility, its officers, agents, and employees, and every other person or 
corporation subject to the provisions of this part, affected by or subject to any regulations or orders 
of the commission or of any court, made, issued, or entered under the provisions of this part, shall 
observe, obey, and comply with such regulations or orders, and the terms and conditions thereof. 

 
 Columbia Gas is a monopoly.  
 Columbia makes money by spending money – the size of the rate base. 
 Federal laws places some long standing constraints on gas utilities “15 U.S.C. COMMERCE AND 

TRADE § 717c - All rates and charges made, demanded, received by any natural-gas 
company for or in connection with the transportation or sale of natural gas … shall be just 
and reasonable, and any such rate or charge that is not just and reasonable is declared 
to be unlawful.”  

 
 Columbia presents different messages to the public and to investors.  

o Public -- “Columbia Gas of Pennsylvania Files Request for Investment in Safety Through 
Replacing and Upgrading Aging Infrastructure” from Columbia’s Press Release 
https://www.nisource.com/news/article/columbia-gas-of-pennsylvania-files-request-for-
investment-in-safety-through-replacing-and-upgrading-aging-infrastructure-20200424 

o Investors: NiSource – A Premier Regulated Utility Company -- Compelling Annual Total 
Shareholder Return  -- Proposition  ~$30B of 100% Regulated Utility Infrastructure 
Investment – Opportunities-- Scale Across Seven States -- Delivering on our Commitments -
-  Industry-Leading Safety and Performance https://investors.nisource.com/company-
information/default.aspx  
 

 Press release: “If the request is approved as filed, the total average residential customer bill in 2021 
would still be more than 28 percent lower than it was in 2010, when adjusted for inflation.” 
https://www.columbiagaspa.com/our-company/news-room/article/columbia-gas-of-pennsylvania-
files-request-for-investment-in-safety-through-replacing-and-upgrading-aging-infrastructure-cpa   

o This is offensive and misleading – Columbia is an infrastructure company, not a gas company 
and the commodity price of natural gas extraction is outside of their operations and is 
irrelevant to Columbia’s infrastructure spending.    

 M. A. Huwar Statement No. 1 http://www.puc.state.pa.us/pcdocs/1661259.pdf What are the 
Company’s future plans for infrastructure replacement?   

o A. The Company intends to continue replacement at an accelerated pace in order to retire 
its remaining bare steel and cast-iron facilities as soon as possible. 

 
 DOT Pipeline and Hazardous Materials Safety Administration, Pipeline Replacement Background 

https://www.phmsa.dot.gov/data-and-statistics/pipeline-replacement/pipeline-replacement-
background    “In 2011, following major natural gas pipeline incidents, DOT and PHMSA issued a Call 
to Action to accelerate the repair, rehabilitation, and replacement of the highest-risk pipeline 
infrastructure.”  
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_pipeline_accidents_in_the_United_States_in_2011  (No 
mention of service lines.  The highest risk mostly were transmission lines rather than distribution 
lines.  Transmission lines can have a large volume with high pressure. Distribution lines generally 
do not.  PG&E’s San Bruno explosion was of a 30-inch transmission line operating at 375 PSI. 
service lines are generally less than two inches, and many operate at low pressure, generally .5 
psi.   

 Service lines have been relatively safe and should not be highest-risk pipeline infrastructure.  
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 Leaking service lines rarely cause explosions because of natural laws – natural gas is lighter than air, 
it weighs 65.6% of air, natural gas has a flammability range of approximately 5 to 15 percent.  That 
means that any mixture containing less than 5 percent or greater than 15 percent natural gas to air 
will not support combustion.  Natural gas, when mixed with the right amount of air and exposed to 
an ignition source, is combustible.  Most major damage occurs when uncontrolled gas is released of 
gas in a confined space and can result in explosion if there is a spark.   

 There is no Federal legal nor regulatory requirement to accelerate spending on gas infrastructure.   
 The call to action was is essentially an editorial and is not enforceable.   If regulator tried to make it a 

regulation it would have failed the vetting process because it would been deemed arbitrary and 
capricious under the Administrative Procedure Act of 1946.     

 Good management uses risk management, e.g., ISO 31000 Risk Management or ASME standards (49 
CFR 192.7 – documents incorporated by reference.  It is not reasonable to replace plumbing/ 
pipeline infrastructure, which has remaining useful life arbitrarily.   

 Acceleration of unnecessary expenditures is not reasonable nor prudent.  
 
 Information targeted to investors:  

Reformatted and Normalized NiSource Facts For Investors 
https://investors.nisource.com/company-information/default.aspx 

 

Utility -- 
State 

~ No. of 
Customers 
(In 000) 

Miles 
of 
Pipe  

Calculated 
Miles of 
pipe per 
customer 

Miles 
of Bare 
Steel 
and 
Cast 
Iron 

Rate 
Base ($ 
000,000)  

Calculated 
Rate Base 
Per 
Customer $ 

NIPSCO  840 17500 .020 23* 1700 2024 

 
COH 1500 20200 .013 2000 3200 2133  

CKY 137 2600 .019 2600 327 2387  

CMA  327 5000 .019 540 1100 3364  

CVA 274 5300 .019 140** 850 3102  

CMD 34 660 .018 50 149 4382  

CPA 436 7700 .018 1200 1900 4358  

TOTAL 
(2019) 

3548 58,960   6390 9226 3107 AVE.  

 
*Bare Steel and Wrought Iron 
** Bare steel  
-- (Why the difference of CPA  and CMD as compared to NIPSCO? CMD and CPA operate under the 
same management.) 
-- Total current rate base is $9.226 Billion yet NiSource asserts ~$30 Billion of 100% Regulated 
Utility Infrastructure Investment – Opportunities. 
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 Both CPA and CPM are seeking huge rate increases from customers.  
o Columbia Gas of Maryland Files Request for Investment in Safety Through Replacing and 

Upgrading Aging Infrastructure Pennsylvania --  15.17 percent 
https://www.nisource.com/news/article/columbia-gas-of-maryland-files-request-for-
investment-in-safety-through-replacing-and-upgrading-aging-infrastructure-20200515   

o Columbia Gas of Pennsylvania Files Request for Investment in Safety Through Replacing and 
Upgrading Aging Infrastructure -- 17.84 percent 
https://www.nisource.com/news/article/columbia-gas-of-pennsylvania-files-request-for-
investment-in-safety-through-replacing-and-upgrading-aging-infrastructure-20200424 

o Money doubles in five years at 15 percent 
 

 Columbia Gas of Pennsylvania, Inc., 2020 General Rate Case,  Docket No. R-2020-3018835 Standard 
Filing Requirements, Testimony – All,  Volume 10 of 10  (514 pages) 
http://www.puc.state.pa.us/pcdocs/1661259.pdf  

 The rate case document does not provide how or how much the customer benefits from their 
investment in safety. The phrase in not included in the 514 page document.   The phrase is 
deceptive to the public and is meant to stifle debate and public comment.  

 Safety issues are generally people issues, not pipe issues…. bad practices and procedures, lack of 
training and quality assurance and lack of care.  

 Spending to come:  

 

Internal Controls  
 Since the Securities and Exchange Act of 1934 (15 U.S.C. § 78m) - Periodical and other reports 

publicly traded corporations were required to (2)“… devise and maintain a system of internal 
accounting controls sufficient to provide reasonable assurances … to permit preparation of financial 
statements in conformity with generally accepted accounting principles (GAAP) or any other criteria 
applicable to such statements, and (II) to maintain accountability for assets;”  

 
 
 After several accounting scandals around 2000, Congress enacted the Sarbanes Oxley Act of 2002 a 

focus was on internal controls, governance, and accountability of management.  It “directed the 
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[U.S. Sentencing Commission] to review and amend, as appropriate, the guidelines and 
related policy statements to ensure that the guidelines that apply to organizations in this 
chapter "are sufficient to deter and punish organizational criminal misconduct."” 
https://www.ussc.gov/guidelines/2015-guidelines-manual/2015-chapter-8 

 
o "Organization" means "a person other than an individual."  18 U.S.C. § 18.  The term 

includes corporations, …, governments and political subdivisions thereof, …   
o (E)    An individual "condoned" an offense if the individual knew of the offense and 

did not take reasonable steps to prevent or terminate the offense. 
o (J)    An individual was "willfully ignorant of the offense" if the individual did not 

investigate the possible occurrence of unlawful conduct despite knowledge of 
circumstances that would lead a reasonable person to investigate whether unlawful 
conduct had occurred.  

  
The Committee of Sponsoring Organizations of the Treadway Commission (COSO)  
https://www.coso.org/Pages/default.aspx in 2013 issued Internal Control — Integrated Framework 
https://www.coso.org/Documents/990025P-Executive-Summary-final-may20.pdf  
 
 Provided the opportunity to expand the application of internal control beyond reporting to other 

forms of reporting, operations, and compliance  
o Definition -- Internal control is a process, effected by an entity's board of directors, 

management, and other personnel, designed to provide reasonable assurance regarding 
the achievement of objectives relating to operations,  reporting, and compliance.  

o Objectives – the framework provides for three categories of objectives, which allows 
organizations to focus on differing aspects of internal control:     

 Operations Objectives – These pertain to effectiveness and efficiency of the entity’s 
operations, including operational and financial performance goals and safeguards of 
assets against loss.    

 Reporting Objectives – These pertain to internal and external financial and non-
financial reporting and may encompass reliability, timeliness, transparency, or other 
terms as set forth by regulators, recognized standard setters or entity’s policies. 

 Compliance Objectives – these pertain to adherence to laws and regulations to 
which the entity is subject.”   

 
 September 10, 2014 The Government Accountability Office issued the GAO Green Book Standards for 

Internal Control in the Federal Government.  https://www.gao.gov/assets/670/665712.pdf 
o The Internal Control Cube: 
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“The Green Book adapts these principles for a government environment.” 

 
 2 CFR 200 - UNIFORM ADMINISTRATIVE REQUIREMENTS, COST PRINCIPLES, AND AUDIT 

REQUIREMENTS FOR FEDERAL AWARDS https://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/CFR-2014-title2-
vol1/pdf/CFR-2014-title2-vol1-part200.pdf 

o States and utilities receive Federal awards 
o § 200.303 Internal controls. The non-Federal entity must: (a) Establish and maintain 

effective internal control over the Federal award that provides reasonable assurance that 
the non-Federal entity is managing the Federal award in compliance with Federal statutes, 
regulations, and the terms and conditions of the Federal award. 

o Subpart E—Cost Principles -- 200.404 Reasonable costs. A cost is reasonable if, in its nature 
and amount, it does not exceed that which would be incurred by a prudent person under 
the circumstances prevailing at the time the decision was made to incur the cost. 

o Additional guidance on the cost principles is included in FAR Part 31 
https://www.acquisition.gov/content/part-31-contract-cost-principles-and-procedures  

o 200.434 Contributions and donations.  (a) Costs of contributions and donations, including 
cash, property, and services, from the non-Federal entity to other entities, are unallowable.   

o § 200.501 Audit requirements. (a) Audit required. A non-Federal entity that expends 
$750,000 or more during the non-Federal entity’s fiscal year in Federal awards must have a 
single or program-specific audit conducted for that year in accordance with the provisions of 
this part. 

o § 200.504 Frequency of audits. … audits required by this part must be performed annually.   
o § 200.514 Scope of audit. (a) General. The audit must be conducted in accordance with 

GAGAS. (GAO Yellow Book Generally Accepted Government Auditing Standards)  The audit 
must cover the entire operations of the auditee,…   

 (Audits are not audits unless they are conducted in accordance with GAGAS.) 
o § 200.7 Auditor. Auditor means an auditor who is a public accountant or a Federal, state, or 

local government audit organization, which meets the general standards specified in 
generally accepted government auditing standards (GAGAS). 

 (Auditors are not auditors unless they meet the GAGAS standards.) 
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o (b) Financial statements. The auditor must determine whether the financial statements of 
the auditee are presented fairly in all material respects in accordance with generally 
accepted accounting principles.  

o (c) Internal control. (1) The compliance supplement provides guidance on internal controls 
over Federal programs based upon the guidance in Standards for Internal Control in the 
Federal Government issued by the Comptroller General of the United States (GAO Green 
Book) and the Internal Control—Integrated Framework, issued by the Committee of 
Sponsoring Organizations of the Treadway Commission (COSO). 

o (c)(4) …However, the auditor must report a significant deficiency or material weakness in 
accordance with §200.516 Audit findings, assess the related control risk at the maximum, 
and consider whether additional compliance tests are required because of ineffective 
internal control.  

o (d) Compliance. (1) In addition to the requirements of GAGAS, the auditor must determine 
whether the auditee has complied with Federal statutes, regulations, and the terms and 
conditions of Federal awards that may have a direct and material effect on each of its 
major programs. 
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 Management Directives – Governor’s Office 
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GOVERNMENT AUDITING STANDARDS 2018 Revision https://www.gao.gov/assets/700/693136.pdf 
 3.18 In all matters relating to the GAGAS engagement, auditors and audit organizations must be 

independent from an audited entity. 
 

 3.109 Auditors must use professional judgment in planning and conducting the engagement and in 
reporting the results 

 4.03 The audit organization’s management must assign auditors who before beginning work on the 
engagement possess the competence needed for their assigned roles. 

 Requirements: General 4.16 Auditors who plan, direct, perform engagement procedures for, or 
report on an engagement conducted in accordance with GAGAS should develop and maintain their 
professional competence by completing at least 80 hours of CPE in every 2-year period as follows.  

 4.24 Subject matter that directly enhances auditors’ professional expertise to conduct engagements 
may include, but is not limited to, the following: … c. topics related to accounting, acquisitions 
management, asset management, budgeting, cash management, contracting, data analysis, 
program performance, or procurement; 

 5.60 Each audit organization conducting engagements in accordance with GAGAS must obtain an 
external peer review conducted by reviewers independent of the audit organization being 
reviewed. 

 Glossary 
o Abuse: Behavior that is deficient or improper when compared with behavior that a prudent 

person would consider reasonable and necessary business practice given the facts and 
circumstances, but excludes fraud and noncompliance with provisions of laws, regulations, 
contracts, and grant agreements. 

o Audit: Either a financial audit or performance audit conducted in accordance with GAGAS. 
o Audit organization: A government audit entity or a public accounting firm or other audit 

entity that conducts GAGAS engagements. 
o Auditor: An individual assigned to planning, directing, performing engagement procedures, 

or reporting on GAGAS engagements (including work on audits, attestation engagements, 
and reviews of financial statements) regardless of job title. Therefore, individuals who may 
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have the title auditor, information technology auditor, analyst, practitioner, evaluator, 
inspector, or other similar titles are considered auditors under GAGAS. 

o Fraud: Involves obtaining something of value through willful misrepresentation. Whether an 
act is, in fact, fraud is determined through the judicial or other adjudicative system and is 
beyond auditors’ professional responsibility. 

o Waste: The act of using or expending resources carelessly, extravagantly, or to no purpose. 
Waste can include activities that do not include abuse and does not necessarily involve a 
violation of law. 
 

FORM 10-K NiSource Inc For the fiscal year ended December 31, 2019.  
 Management’s Annual Report on Internal Control over Financial Reporting Our management, 

including our chief executive officer and chief financial officer, are responsible for establishing and 
maintaining internal control over financial reporting, as such term is defined under Rule 13a-15(f) or 
Rule 15d-15(f) promulgated under the Exchange Act. … Our management has adopted the 2013 
framework set forth in the Committee of Sponsoring Organizations of the Treadway Commission 
report, Internal Control - Integrated Framework …  

 
The NTSB Final Report Overpressurization of Natural Gas Distribution System, Explosions, and Fires in 
Merrimack Valley, Massachusetts, September 13, 2018 
 
2.2 NTSB Urgent Recommendations to NiSource 

In the November 14, 2018, safety recommendation report, Natural Gas Distribution System Project 
Development and Review, the NTSB also issued four urgent recommendations to NiSource (NTSB 
2018). 

 
 Review and ensure that all records and documentation of your natural gas systems are traceable, 

reliable, and complete. (P-18-7) (Urgent) 
 In its May 10, 2019, letter, NiSource responded it had completed locating, marking, and mapping 

control (regulator-sensing) lines at all 2,072 low-pressure regulator runs across its system. NiSource 
said that these facilities are depicted in isometric drawings and are visible in its GIS. In addition, 
NiSource contracted with a third-party natural gas engineering firm to verify the assets required to 
safely operate its low-pressure natural gas systems and ensure these assets are clearly indicated on 
relevant maps and records. On July 22, 2019, Safety Recommendation P-18-7 was classified 
Closed⸺Acceptable Action.” 

 July 31, 2019 A house exploded in Washington County, PA 
https://triblive.com/local/regional/columbia-gas-on-washington-county-home-explosion-we-are-
deeply-sorry/ Home not equipped with pressure regulator.  (Again, records and 
overpressurization of house gas lines) 
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 “The homeowner called 911 to report smelling natural gas Wednesday afternoon and North Franklin 

firefighters responded and shut off the gas to the home. They were within a few feet of the house 
when it exploded, Washington County public safety director Jeff Yates said.  “It’s a miracle they 
weren’t killed,” Yates said.”  At least five people injured  

 The fire chief and the homeowner were among those injured. https://observer-
reporter.com/news/localnews/five-injured-in-north-franklin-township-house-
explosion/article_2a722694-b3cd-11e9-a137-1f81bc7773a1.html  
 

NiSource and Columbia Gas of Massachusetts  Faces Judgement  
 
 June 23,  2020 -- Columbia Gas Sentenced in Connection with September 2018 Gas Explosions in 

Merrimack Valley -- Company to sell its business in Massachusetts and pay $53 million fine, the 
largest criminal fine ever imposed under the Pipeline Safety Act  https://www.justice.gov/usao-
ma/pr/columbia-gas-sentenced-connection-september-2018-gas-explosions-merrimack-valley 

 NiSource enters into a Deferred Prosecution Agreement with the United States of America –  
o Agreement 11 . NiSource also agrees, as to each of its subsidiaries involved in the 

distribution of gas through pipeline facilities in Massachusetts, Indiana, Ohio, Pennsylvania, 
Maryland, Kentucky and Virginia to implement and adhere to each of the 
recommendations from the National Transp01iation Safety Board ("NTSB ") related to NTSB 
Accident ID PLD 18MR003 regarding the Event. 

o 13. If, however, during the Term of this Agreement, NiSource (1) commits any felony under 
U.S. federal law including, but not limited to, any felony violation of the Pipeline Safety 
Act; (2) gives deliberately false, incomplete, or misleading testimony or information to the 
Government or to the Court; or (3) otherwise fails to perform or fulfill each of NiSource's 
obligations under this Agreement, NiSource will thereafter be subject to prosecution for 
any federal criminal violation of which the Government has knowledge, including, but not 
limited to, federal criminal violations related to the conduct alleged in the CMA Criminal 
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Information, the Event, or CMA's and NiSource's restoration work in the Merrimack Valley 
following the Event. 
 

The NTSB Final Report (Continued) Overpressurization of Natural Gas Distribution System, Explosions, 
and Fires in Merrimack Valley, Massachusetts,  
 1.8 Pipeline Safety Management Systems (ANSI/API RP-1173 Pipeline Safety Management 

Systems (2015) https://www.api.org/~/media/files/publications/whats%20new/1173_e1%20pa.pdf 
 “NiSource began its SMS efforts several years prior to the overpressurization, as evidenced by the 

company being listed as a participant in the American Gas Association’s (AGA) SMS project. 
Interviews with NiSource executives revealed that they had initiated SMS development in 2015 and 
accelerated efforts since the accident. NiSource employees indicated that they were excited about 
SMS development, but were still early in the process.” 

MA  Attorney General Reaches Agreement With Columbia Gas, Company Will Pay $56 Million – July 2, 
2020  https://boston.cbslocal.com/2020/07/02/columbia-gas-maura-healey-agreement-merrimack-
valley-explosions/ 

 
Michael J Davidson in Statement provides his version of the status of the adoption of API 1173 in this 
rate case. http://www.puc.state.pa.us/pcdocs/1661259.pdf    (April 24, 2020) 

o “The API RP1173 Standard for Pipeline Safety Management Systems is only a recommended 
practice, but Columbia and NiSource have chosen to pursue the adoption and 
implementation of a Safety Management System ("SMS"). As an early adopter of deploying 
an SMS, Columbia has aggressively educated the entire workforce and key contractor 
resources on what it is and why we are using API 1173 as our guideline to measure progress. 
We have implemented a Corrective Action Program ("CAP") with all employees and key 
contractor resources that enables a more robust and formal process for identifying risks 
and developing actions to reduce risk. We have also established a new governance model to 
review and prioritize identified risks. The building of additional capacities within our SMS are 
underway and will continue, centered in process safety improvements, asset management 
improvements and safety culture improvements.  

 
From API 1173:  3 Terms, Definitions…  3.1.8 Corrective actions:  The steps established either to correct 
nonconforming aspects of the PSMS identified during an audit or evaluation, or actions taken to manage 
threats recognized during day-to-day activities. 
  
NISOURCE CODE OF BUSINESS CONDUCT Page 9 
https://www.nisource.com/docs/librariesprovider2/nisource-documents/nisource-policies/nisource-
code-of-
business.pdf?sfvrsn=33#:~:text=Each%20day%2C%20our%20NiSource%20team,leading%20gas%20and
%20electric%20utility.&text=Our%20Code%20of%20Business%20Conduct,%2C%20honesty%2C%20inte
grity%20and%20trust. 
“USING SOLID JUDGMENT--- NO CONTRACT OF EMPLOYMENT 
INVESTIGATIONS - It is the policy of the Company to ensure that allegations of ethics and compliance 
violations are investigated promptly, thoroughly, competently and, to the extent consistent with law 
and Company policies, confidentially. The policy also states that matters must be resolved consistently 
and fairly, and that appropriate matters are reported to senior management of the Company and the 
Board of Directors or its appropriate committees. 
Reports that concern a possible violation of the law or the Code, [regulations and company policy] or 
any complaints or concerns about accounting, auditing, disclosure or other financial or reporting 
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practices will be referred to the executive vice president and chief legal officer.” 
 

 
49 CFR § 192.513 Test requirements for plastic pipelines. 
 
(c) The test pressure must be at least 150 percent of the maximum operating pressure or 50 p.s.i. (345 
kPa) gage, whichever is greater.  (August 19, 1970) 
 

 
 
 
Columbia Gas of Pennsylvania (A NiSource Company) Standards for Customer Service Lines, Meters 
and Service Regulators 
https://www.columbiagaspa.com/docs/default-source/pdf's/plumbers-guide.pdf 
 A.4.3 Requires for plastic pipe test pressure of 90 psig 
 
Pennsylvania Construction Code Act (35 P. S. § §  7210.101—7210.1103). Title 34—LABOR AND 
INDUSTRY under the DEPARTMENT OF LABOR AND INDUSTRY includes PART XIV. Uniform Construction 
Code Chapters 401 AND 403.  (Customer’s service lines of which are past the delivery point are subject 
to the Pennsylvania Construction Code) 
 
Dormont Borough Council, for example adopted the IBC, International Building Code, Act 45 (2009 
Edition).  

o 101.4.1 Gas. The provisions of the International Fuel Gas Code shall apply to the installation 
of gas piping from the point of delivery, gas appliances and related accessories as covered in 
this code.   
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o “406.4.1 Test pressure. The test pressure to be used shall be no less than 1 and 1/2 times 
the proposed maximum working pressure, (that is .5 PSI) but not less than 3 psig (20 kPa 
gauge), irrespective of design pressure.  https://up.codes/s/inspection-testing-and-purging  
(Columbia Gas of Pennsylvania / NiSource requires in their test methods of other’s 
property to be tested 30 times applicable code.)  
 

Columbia’s Tariff -- 8.4 Ownership and Maintenance -- The Company shall own, maintain, and renew, 
when necessary, its main extension and/or service line from its main to the point of delivery, as defined 
in Rule 7.1. (outlet side of the curb valve, or the property or lot line if there is no curb valve)  
 
 

Observations and Conclusions:  

 Columbia’s proposed 17.84 percent increase (could be as high as 19.09 if sales tax applies) is 
outrageous and unreasonable,  thus unlawful.    

 Proportionally most NiSource customers are responsible less than half of what of the rate base is 
in Pennsylvania  

Utility -- 
State 

~ No. of 
Customers 
(In 000) 

Miles 
of 
Pipe  

Calculated 
Miles of 
pipe per 
customer 

Miles of 
Bare 
Steel 
and Cast 
Iron 

Rate 
Base ($ 
000,000)  

Calculated 
Rate Base 
Per 
Customer $ 

NIPSCO  840 17500 .020 23* 1700 2024 

COH 1500 20200 .013 2000 3200 2133 

CMD 34 660 .018 50 149 4382 

CPA 436 7700 .018 1200 1900 4358 
 

The differences between what has occurred in Indiana and Ohio and what has occurred in 
Pennsylvania and Maryland are significantly different.   The Pennsylvania Public Utilities 
Commission needs to find out why … it is their duty and the public needs to know.  

 The concept of accelerated spending is counter to Federal and state laws and regulations.  
 Accelerated spending may not be necessary spending.  
 The Tariff 8.4 allows Columbia to only renew mains and service lines only when necessary.   
 Columbia intends to increase spending and rates to customers in the coming years.  
 NiSource believes it has opportunities to spend $30 Billion more on infrastructure while having a 

current rate of $9.2 Billion  
 These types of increases are not in the public interest and will push more customers to seek public 

assistance and will diminish the quality of life of customers and property owners.   
 There is no reasonable assurance that this amount of spending is necessary.  
 It does not appear anyone is watching the store on Columbia spending.   
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o The PUC does not audit Columbia’s books, records, and performance in accordance with the 
GAO Yellow Book as require by the Governor’s Directive.  

o The NiSource external public accounting firm does not audit in accordance with the GAO 
Yellow Book, Federal requirement (2 CFR 200) and Pennsylvania requirements.  

o There is no reasonable assurance that the rate base is comprised of just “the value of the 
whole or any part of the property of a public utility which is used and useful in the public 
service.” 

 The repair of public streets and the rearrangement of dirt are period cost as they 
are not owned by the utility.  

 Replacement of customer’s service lines are not utility property and are donations – 
thus unallowable.  
 

 NiSource/ Columbia Gas of Pennsylvania has adopted and is subject to the COSO Internal Control 
Framework per the claims of management, but Columbia provides no reasonable assurance of 
compliance with the internal control framework in the areas of effective and efficient operations, 
reliable reporting and compliance with laws and regulations.     

 Columbia Gas of Pennsylvania, Inc. 2020 General Rate Case Docket No. R-2020-3018835 Standard 
Filing Requirements Testimony – All Volume 10 of 10 (514 pages)  In this large document there is no 
inclusion of the terms: internal controls, effective and efficient operations reliable reporting.   

o There are a few mentions of compliance with laws and regulations. One for example Vice 
President of Construction Services  “My responsibilities include: … Assuring construction is in 
compliance with Federal, State and local regulations as well as in alignment with industry 
best practices;”   

o As shown, NiSource is not in compliance with some to the most basic requirements such as 
test pressure on plastic lines.  DOT Safety Standards 49 CFR § 192.513 Test requirements for 
plastic pipelines of which has been in effect for fifty years 50 P.S.I. maximum vs. Columbia’s 
requirement of 90 P.S.I. and for customer’s service line subject to the International Fuel Gas 
Code it is 3 P.S.I.   (Columbia should know by now overpressureization is dangerous for 
people and harmful to property.)  

o In an organization, if it is publicly transparent that the most basic requirements are not 
performed per standard, this reflects upon other requirements not publicly transparent …  
everything becomes suspect.     

o Regardless what this person and others state about Columbia’s compliance program there is 
no assurance that it is effective – on the contrary  the most basic requirement of test 
pressure on plastic pipe has been wrong for fifty years  (50 vs.90 psig) and for customer’s 
service lines 3 vs. 90 psig.) nothing in internal operations can be trusted.  

 
How can so many be so wrong for so long on important requirements?   
 

o There is significant misalignment in getting things right. An ethics report regarding test 
pressure does not go the ethics officer or the V.P. of Construction to investigate and resolve, 
it goes to executive vice president and chief legal officer … either no one has reported the 
non-compliance with Government regulation or the executive vice president and chief 
legal officer does not investigate and correct such non-compliances.  Internal and external 
investigations should find out.    
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 Processing and investigating rate cases requires due diligence.  Once a sister company has plead 
guilty to criminal conduct, heightened due diligence must be exercised.   When the parent company 
of has also signed a deferred prosecution agreement (DPA) it would be reckless not to look for the 
same and other weakness and deficiencies in Pennsylvania.  

o From the Department of Justice :  “CMA disregarded the known safety risks related to 
control lines, and instead focused on the timely completion of construction projects to 
maximize earnings under the company’s GSEP. https://www.justice.gov/usao-
ma/victim-and-witness-assistance-program/united-states-v-bay-state-gas-company-dba-
columbia-gas-massachusetts 

o If the Massachusetts PUC had discovered the deficiencies and weakness in with the 
operations of Columbia prior to the disaster it is reasonably certain they would have tried to 
prevent what occurred.   

 In that NiSource companies operate under the same general policies and perhaps culture,  now it is 
urgent that the PA PUC to investigate and find out the risks for financial and non-financial activities 
of Columbia Gas of Pennsylvania  and force corrections prior to another explosion.  

 Columbia Gas had operational deficiencies for a long time and has avoided the discipline and 
management approach of good companies.  Adopting API 1173 is a good step.  But Columbia must 
come clean, API 1173 is no longer a recommendation practice, but a requirement NiSource has 
committed to with the NTSB and the state of Massachusetts.  Columbia Gas of Pennsylvania is 
certainly not an early adopter of this 2015 issued standard. They certainly knew the details and 
knew that they were not operating to the standard.   

 
A Corrective Action Program should have been adopted about twenty years with the adoption of od 
standard ISO 9000 Quality Management.  Companies that have adopted ISO 9000 frequently have – 
system for corrective actions and continuous improvement  – Corrective Action Request, (CAR) 
Corrective Action Plan (CAP), which is used to address the CAR.  These systems should be designed 
to be non-threatening and non-punitive.    
 

 Columbia is in a very weak position to pass a GAO Yellow Book Audit, a GAO Internal Control Audit 
and  API 1173 assessment.   As such Columbia should not be submitting this rate case until they can 
provide reasonable assurance of effective internal controls consistent with top management’s 
assertion in the NiSource 10-K “Our management has adopted the 2013 framework set forth in the 
Committee of Sponsoring Organizations of the Treadway Commission report, Internal Control - 
Integrated Framework,”.  That assertion does not appear to be true for Columbia Gas of 
Pennsylvania. If it is not, the NiSource Deferred Prosecution Agreement may no longer be deferred.   

 The Pennsylvania Public Utilities Commission is in a similar condition.  There is no evidence that the 
Commission has adopted the GAO Yellow Book and the GAO Green Book as required by the 
Governor’s Directives and 2 CFR 200 - UNIFORM ADMINISTRATIVE REQUIREMENTS, COST 
PRINCIPLES, AND AUDIT REQUIREMENTS FOR FEDERAL AWARDS CFR 200   
 
The Commission has no reasonable assurance of internal controls within its own operations let 
alone the operations of Columbia Gas of Pennsylvania.  It would we reckless for both organizations 
to proceed with this rate case. 
 

 We all have the burden of knowing.  
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I hope Columbia Gas will withdraw this rate case for their own benefit and the people of Pennsylvania 
and focus on self-correction.   “If you do what you’ve always done, you always get what you’ve always 
gotten” 
 
I thank you for your time. May we all fulfil our duties and abide by our oaths.  
 
Richard C Culbertson  
 
 
 
 



https://www.columbiagaspa.com/our-company/news-room/article/columbia-gas-of-pennsylvania-files-
request-for-investment-in-safety-through-replacing-and-upgrading-aging-infrastructure-cpa 

 

April 24, 2020 

Columbia Gas of Pennsylvania Files Request for Investment in Safety 

Through Replacing and Upgrading Aging Infrastructure 

Columbia Gas of Pennsylvania, Inc., a subsidiary of NiSource Inc. (NYSE: NI), filed a 

request today with the Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission (PA PUC) to approve 

revised rates for further upgrading and replacement of the company's underground 

natural gas distribution pipelines. If approved, these proposed rate adjustments would 

not go into effect until 2021. 

Columbia Gas is committed to upgrading aging infrastructure and replaces an average 

of 115 miles of pipeline every year. As part of its long-term plan to modernize and 

expand its natural gas distribution system, Columbia Gas has invested more than $2.2 

billion in Pennsylvania over the past decade and plans to continue to invest in 

infrastructure replacement for the safety of its communities. Economic development of 

the 26-county area that Columbia Gas serves benefits greatly from this investment. 

This filing is the first rate revision request by Columbia Gas in over two years. 

Response to COVID-19 

With the communities we serve in mind and in response to COVID-19, Columbia 

Gas has suspended shutoffs for nonpayment for residential and commercial customers. 

That suspension will remain in effect until further notice. Columbia Gas offers a wide 
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array of customer assistance and energy efficiency programs that provide resources 

and tools for customers to save money and energy. 

"We want to assist our customers during the COVID-19 pandemic," said Columbia Gas 

President and Chief Operating Officer Mike Huwar , "With that in mind, we are offering 

our most flexible payment plans to customers who have been impacted or are 

experiencing hardship as a result of COVID-19, and we are suspending late payment 

charges until at least June 1." 

At all times, Columbia Gas is committed to providing our low-income customers with the 

tools, resources, and programs to stay safe and warm in their homes. These programs 

help customers mitigate the impact of a rate adjustment or financial changes due to 

economic conditions. 

Customer Assistance Initiative 

In order to assist Columbia Gas's residential customers who are experiencing a loss of 

income due to the pandemic, but are not eligible to participate in the company's existing 

assistance programs, Columbia Gas is seeking to implement a temporary program that 

will provide grants to customers in need. To achieve this, Columbia Gas has filed a 

petition with the PA PUC requesting authority to use a portion of pipeline penalty credits 

and refunds that the PA PUC has previously approved for hardship funds, matched by a 

contribution from the NiSource Charitable Foundation, to fund the grants. 

Review Process by PA PUC 

Columbia Gas made its decision to file a request for a rate adjustment nearly one year 

ago, and the company notified the PA PUC in February of its intent to file such a 

request. While the company filed its request with the PA PUC today, April 24, 2020, it is 

important to note that after filing for a rate adjustment, the review process by the PA 



PUC will take approximately nine months. As a result, in this case, any approved and 

adjusted rates by the PA PUC would not go into effect until 2021. 

In today's filing, Columbia Gas is seeking an annual revenue increase of 

approximately $100.4 million. Approval of the proposal would result in the average total 

bill for a residential customer who purchases 70 therms of gas per month 

from Columbia Gas to increase from $87.57 to $103.19 per month, or by 17.84 percent. 

The total bill for a small commercial customer purchasing 158 therms of gas 

from Columbia Gas per month would increase from $145.15 to $167.77, or by 15.58 

percent. Rates for a small industrial customer purchasing 1,328 therms of gas 

from Columbia Gas per month would increase from $999.04 to $1,124.93 per month, or 

by 13.17 percent. 

If the request is approved as filed, the total average residential customer bill in 2021 

would still be more than 28 percent lower than it was in 2010, when adjusted for 

inflation. 

How Customers Can Participate in the Rate Review Process 

It is important to note that the rate review process is very public. Anyone interested in 

the case can participate by reaching out to the PUC, and we encourage active 

involvement by our customers and any interested parties. Customers can participate in 

the rate review process in multiple ways, including through written comments, 

attendance at public hearings, and various consumer advocacy organizations that 

participate in the proceedings. 

Customers with questions regarding the proposed rates may call Columbia Gas at 1-

888-460-4332 or visit ColumbiaGasPA.com for more information. 



"Our nearly 800 fulltime employees and 1,500 contractors are proud of our pipeline 

replacement program and our ability to continue to serve our valued customers safely 

and reliably," said Huwar. "We also remain committed to providing a positive customer 

experience through an educated and trained workforce that is focused on safely 

meeting or exceeding all federal and state requirements while operating, upgrading and 

expanding our distribution system." 
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Search  

COMPANY INFORMATION 

A premier regulated utility company 

 

We're one of the largest natural gas utility companies in the United States, serving more 
than 3.5 million customers in seven states under the Columbia Gas and NIPSCO 
brands. The company also provides electric distribution, generation and transmission 
services to nearly 500,000 NIPSCO electric customers in northern Indiana. 

Our growth strategy focuses on the systematic modernization and replacement of 
its utility infrastructure, paired with complementary system expansions, customer 
programs and regulatory initiatives. Under this strategy, the company is investing in 
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electric system environmental upgrades and transmission expansions; natural gas 
system replacements and expansions; and enhancement of customer services. 

Our core business strategy is expected to drive stable long-term earnings and dividend 
growth, supported by stable revenue streams, contemporary rate designs and 
approximately $30 billion in infrastructure investment opportunities spanning the 
next 20-plus years. 

  

 

Significant Scale Across Seven States 

 ~3.5M Gas LDC Customers 
 ~$9.2B Gas LDC Rate Base 
 ~500K Electric Customers 
 $4.7B Electric Rate Base 

  



CAPITAL INVESTMENT DRIVES GROWTH, CUSTOMER BENEFITS 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
HISTORICAL OPERATING INCOME** ($ MILLIONS) 

 

** Historical NiSource Gas Distribution and Electric Operations Reported Operating 
Income 
VALUE PROPOSITION AND STRATEGIC APPROACH 

Annual Total Shareholder Return of 8%-10%* 

 ~$30B of 100% Regulated Utility Infrastructure Investment Opportunities 
 Scale Across Seven States 
 Transparent Earnings and Cash Flow Drivers 
 Constructive Regulatory Relationships and Mechanisms 
 Commitment to Investment Grade Credit 

*Estimated total shareholder return at a constant P/E ratio 
Delivering on our Commitments 

 Industry-Leading Safety and Performance 
 Top-Tier Customer Satisfaction 
 Investments that Systematically and Efficiently Deliver Service Integrity 
 Dependable, Predictable and Timely Service and Emergency Response 
 Growing Our Customer Base by Expanding into Unserved Areas 
 Recognized Among the Best Places to Work by All in Our Communities 

COMPANY FACTS 



Columbia Gas of Kentucky 

 Second Largest Gas-Only local distribution company (LDC) in KY (~137K Customers) 
 ~ 2,600 Miles of Pipe 
 ~ 350 Miles of Bare Steel & Cast Iron 
 ~ $327M Rate Base 

  
Columbia Gas of Maryland 

 Complementary to PA Operations (~34K Customers in MD) 
 ~ 660 Miles of Pipe 
 ~ 50 Miles of Bare Steel & Cast Iron 
 ~ $149M Rate Base 

  
Columbia Gas of Massachusetts 

 Largest Gas-Only LDC in MA (~327K Customers) 
 ~ 5,000 Miles of Pipe 
 ~ 540 Miles of Bare Steel & Cast Iron 
 ~ $1.1B Rate Base 

Columbia Gas of Ohio 

 Largest LDC in Ohio (~1.5M customers) 
 ~ 20,200 Miles of Pipe 
 ~ 2,000 Miles of Bare Steel & Cast Iron 
 ~ $3.2B Rate Base 

  
Columbia Gas of Pennsylvania 

 Third Largest LDC in PA (~436K Customers) 
 ~ 7,700 Miles of Pipe 
 ~ 1,200 Miles of Bare Steel & Cast Iron  
 ~ $1.9B Rate Base 

  
Columbia Gas of Virginia 

 Third Largest LDC in VA (~274K Customers) 
 ~ 5,300 Miles of Pipe 
 ~ 140 Miles of Bare Steel 
 ~ $850M Rate Base 



Indiana Electric (NIPSCO) 

 Third Largest Electric Utility in Indiana (~475K Customers) 
 2,850 MW of Environmentally Compliant Generation 
 ~10,000 Distribution Line Miles 
 ~3,000 Transmission Line Miles 
 ~ $4.7B Rate Base 

  
Indiana Gas (NIPSCO) 

 Largest LDC in Indiana (~840K Customers) 
 ~ 17,500 Miles of Pipe 
 ~ 23 Miles of Bare Steel & Wrought Iron 
 ~ $1.7B Rate Base 

FORWARD-LOOKING STATEMENTS 

This web page contains “forward-looking statements” within the meaning of federal 
securities laws. Investors and prospective investors should understand that many 
factors govern whether any forward-looking statement contained herein will be or can 
be realized. Any one of those factors could cause actual results to differ materially from 
those projected. These forward-looking statements include, but are not limited to, 
statements concerning our plans, strategies, objectives, expected performance, 
expenditures, recovery of expenditures through rates, stated on either a consolidated or 
segment basis, and any and all underlying assumptions and other statements that are 
other than statements of historical fact. All forward-looking statements are based on 
assumptions that management believes to be reasonable; however, there can be no 
assurance that actual results will not differ materially. Factors that could cause actual 
results to differ materially from the projections, forecasts, estimates and expectations 
discussed on this web page include among other things, our debt obligations; any 
changes to our credit rating or the credit rating of certain of our subsidiaries; our ability 
to execute our growth strategy; changes in general economic, capital and commodity 
market conditions; pension funding obligations; economic regulation and the impact of 
regulatory rate reviews; our ability to obtain expected financial or regulatory outcomes; 
our ability to adapt to, and manage costs related to, advances in technology; any 
changes in our assumptions regarding the financial implications of the Greater 
Lawrence Incident; compliance with the agreements entered into with the U.S. 
Attorney’s Office to settle the U.S. Attorney’s Office’s investigation relating to the 
Greater Lawrence Incident; the pending sale of the Columbia of Massachusetts 
business, including the terms and closing conditions under the Asset Purchase 
Agreement; potential incidents and other operating risks associated with our business; 
continuing and potential future impacts from the COVID-19 pandemic; our ability to 
obtain sufficient insurance coverage and whether such coverage will protect us against 
significant losses; the outcome of legal and regulatory proceedings, investigations, 
incidents, claims and litigation; any damage to our reputation, including in connection 



with the Greater Lawrence Incident; compliance with applicable laws, regulations and 
tariffs; compliance with environmental laws and the costs of associated liabilities; 
fluctuations in demand from residential commercial and industrial customers; economic 
conditions of certain industries; the success of NIPSCO's electric generation strategy; 
the price of energy commodities and related transportation costs; the reliability of 
customers and suppliers to fulfill their payment and contractual obligations; potential 
impairment of goodwill; changes in taxation and accounting principles; the impact of an 
aging infrastructure; the impact of climate change; potential cyber-attacks; construction 
risks and natural gas costs and supply risks; extreme weather conditions; the attraction 
and retention of a qualified workforce; the ability of our subsidiaries to generate cash; 
our ability to manage new initiatives and organizational changes; the performance of 
third-party suppliers and service providers; changes in the method for determining 
LIBOR and the potential replacement of the LIBOR benchmark interest rate; and other 
matters in the “Risk Factors” section of our Annual Report on Form 10-K for the fiscal 
year ended December 31, 2019 and subsequent SEC filings. A credit rating is not a 
recommendation to buy, sell or hold securities, and may be subject to revision or 
withdrawal at any time by the assigning rating organization. In addition, dividends are 
subject to board approval. All forward-looking statements are expressly qualified in their 
entirety by the foregoing cautionary statements. We undertake no obligation to, and  

 

expressly disclaim any such obligation to, update or revise any forward-looking 
statements to reflect changed assumptions, the occurrence of anticipated or 
unanticipated events or changes to the future results over time or otherwise, except as 
required by law. 

REGULATION G DISCLOSURE STATEMENT 

This web page includes financial results and guidance for NiSource Inc. with respect to 
net operating earnings and operating earnings, which are non-GAAP financial measures 
as defined by the SEC’s Regulation G. NiSource Inc. includes such measures because 
management believes they permit investors to view NiSource Inc.'s performance using 
the same tools that management uses and to better evaluate NiSource Inc.'s ongoing 
business performance. With respect to such guidance, it should be noted that there will 
likely be differences between such measures and GAAP equivalents due to various 
factors, including, but not limited to, fluctuations in weather, asset sales and 
impairments, and other items included in GAAP results. NiSource Inc. is not able to 
estimate the impact of such factors on GAAP earnings and, as such, is not providing 
earnings guidance on a GAAP basis.  

  

CORPORATE HEADQUARTERS 
801 E. 86th Avenue 
Merrillville, IN 46410 Map 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
DISTRICT OF MASSACHUSETTS 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
) 
) 

V. 

NiSOURCE, Inc. 

Defendant. 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

Criminal No. 

__________ ) 

DEFERRED PROSECUTION AGREEMENT 

1. Andrew E. Lelling, United States Attorney for the District of Massachusetts (by 

Assistant U.S. Attorneys Neil J. Gallagher, Jr. and Evan Gotlob) (the "Government"); and 

defendant NiSource, Inc. ("NiSource") (by counsel Alejandro N. Mayorkas, Esq., Wilmer-Hale, 

LLP and NiSource Chief Executive Officer Joseph Hamrock) hereby enter into the following 

Defened Prosecution Agreement ("Agreement"). 

2. It is the intention of the pmiies that this Agreement will cover any and all of 

NiSource's federal criminal liability in the District of Massachusetts arising from the conduct of 

its wholly-owned subsidiary, Bay State Gas Company, d/b/a Columbia Gas of Massachusetts 

("CMA"), or any ofNiSource's conduct that is related to the conduct alleged in the criminal 

information filed against CMA ("the CMA Criminal Infmmation"), attached to this Agreement 

as Exhibit A, and covered by the plea agreement dated February 24, 2020 between the 

Government and CMA ("the CMA Plea Agreement," attached to this Agreement as Exhibit B), 

or that is in any other way related to the Merrimack Valley Over-Pressurization Event on 

September 13, 2018 (hereinafter, "the Event"), including CMA's and NiSource's restoration 

work in the Merrimack Valley following the Event that is cunently known to the Government. 
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3. This Agreement is effective for a period beginning on the date on which this 

Agreement is signed ("Effective Date") and ending thirty-six (36) months from the Effective 

Date (the "Term"). 

4. The Government enters into this Agreement based upon the individual facts and 

circumstances of this case, including: 

a. NiSource's agreement to use reasonable best eff01is to sell CMA or 
CMA's gas distribution business, to a qualified third-paiiy buyer 
consistent with the requirements ofM.G.L. c. 164, § 96 and Interlocutory 
Order on Standard of Review, D.P.U. 10-170 and upon the completion of 
any such sale, to cease and desist any and all gas pipeline and distribution 
activities in the District of Massachusetts; 

b. In the event that CMA or its gas distribution business is sold within 
CMA's three (3) year term of probation, NiSource's agreement to forfeit 
and pay a monetary penalty equal to the total amount of any profit or gain 
from the sale of CMA or CMA's gas distribution business; 

c. NiSource's prior voluntary payments ofrestitution to the victims of the 
Event including, but not limited to; payments to the individuals, 
businesses and municipalities affected; 

d. NiSource's agreement to seek to resolve all pending civil claims, 
including NiSource's agreement to seek to settle the claims filed by the 
Massachusetts Depaiiment of Public Utilities ("MA DPU"); 

e. NiSource's acknowledgement that, based on the allegations in the CMA 
Criminal Information, the Government has sufficient basis to allege that 
NiSource is responsible for CMA's conduct as alleged in the CMA 
Criminal Information; and 

f. NiSource's commitment to fulfill all of the terms of this Agreement. 

5. The Government agrees that so long as NiSource adheres to and complies with 

the provisions of this Agreement, the Government will not file criminal charges against 

NiSource, either for NiSource's conduct or CMA's conduct, related to the allegations in the 

CMA Criminal Inf01mation, the Event, or CMA's and NiSource's restoration work in the 

Me1rimack Valley following the Event that is currently known to the Government. In the event 
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of a breach of this Agreement, the Government reserves the right to prosecute NiSource for the 

conduct related to the allegations in the CMA Criminal Info1mation, the Event, or CMA's and 

NiSource's restoration work in the Me1Timack Valley following the Event that is cmTently 

known to the Government or any other conduct the Government in its sole discretion deems 

appropriate. 

6. In consideration of the Government's agreement described above in paragraph 5, 

NiSource waives its right to a speedy trial pursuant to the Sixth Amendment to the United States 

Constitution and Rule 48(b) of the Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure. NiSource also 

expressly waives and will not plead, argue, or otherwise raise any statute of limitations or other 

similar defenses to any criminal charges brought by the Government related to the allegations in 

the CMA Criminal Information, the Event, or CMA and NiSource's restoration work in the 

Me1Timack Valley following the Event, except to the extent to which such a defense would have 

been available had charges been brought on or before the date on which this Agreement is 

executed. 

NISOURCE'S OBLIGATIONS 

7. NiSource acknowledges that, based on the allegations in the CMA Criminal 

Inf01mation, the Government has sufficient basis to allege that NiSource is responsible for 

CMA's conduct alleged in the CMA Criminal Info1mation. NiSource will not, through any 

person authorized to speak on its behalf, make any public statement, in litigation or otherwise, 

contradicting in whole or in part NiSource's acknowledgement set f01ih above. 

8. NiSource agrees that it will use reasonable best effo1is to sell CMA or CMA's gas 

distribution business to a qualified third-paiiy buyer consistent with the requirements of M.G.L. 

c. 164, § 96 and Interlocutory Order on Standard of Review, D.P.U. 10-170, and, upon the 
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completion of any such sale, NiSource will cease and desist any and all gas pipeline and 

distribution activities in the District of Massachusetts. 

9. In the event of a sale of CMA or CMA's gas distribution business following the 

execution of a definitive purchase and sale agreement within the three (3) year period of 

probation under the te1ms of the CMA Plea Agreement, within thirty (30) days of the later of the 

sale becoming final or the date on which post-closing adjustments to the purchase price are 

finally determined in accordance with the agreement to sell CMA or its gas distribution business, 

NiSource will forfeit and pay a monetary penalty equal to the total amount of any profit or gain 

from the sale of CMA or its gas distribution business. 

10. Upon request of the Government, NiSource will also promptly provide any and all 

records regarding the sale including but not limited to audited financial statements and income 

tax returns of NiSource, to the extent required to verify the accuracy of any profit, gain or loss 

amount that resulted from the sale of CMA or CMA's gas distribution business. 

11 . NiSource also agrees, as to each of its subsidiaries involved in the distribution of 

gas through pipeline facilities in Massachusetts, Indiana, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Maryland, 

Kentucky and Virginia to implement and adhere to each of the recommendations from the 

National Transp01iation Safety Board ("NTSB ") related to NTSB Accident ID PLD 18MR003 

regarding the Event. 

GOVERNMENT'S OBLIGATIONS AND RIGHTS 

12. If NiSource fully complies with all of its obligations under this Agreement, the 

Government will not file any criminal charges against NiSource related in any way to the 

allegations in the CMA Criminal Inf01mation, the Event, or CMA's and NiSource's restoration 

work in the Me1Timack Valley following the Event cu1Tently known to the Government. 
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13. If, however, during the Te1m of this Agreement, NiSource (1) commits any felony 

under U.S. federal law including, but not limited to, any felony violation of the Pipeline Safety 

Act; (2) gives deliberately false, incomplete, or misleading testimony or information to the 

Government or to the Comi; or (3) otherwise fails to perfmm or fulfill each ofNiSource's 

obligations under this Agreement, NiSource will thereafter be subject to prosecution for any 

federal criminal violation of which the Government has knowledge, including, but not limited to, 

federal criminal violations related to the conduct alleged in the CMA Criminal Information, the 

Event, or CMA's and NiSource's restoration work in the Menimack Valley following the Event. 

14. The Government, in its sole discretion, will determine whether NiSource has 

breached the Agreement and whether, as a result, the Government will pursue prosecution of 

NiSource and any such prosecution may be premised on information provided by NiSource. 

15. NiSource also agrees that, in the event that the Government dete1mines, in its sole 

discretion, that NiSource has violated any provision of this Agreement, an extension of the Te1m 

of the Agreement may be imposed by the Government, in its sole discretion, for up to a total 

additional time period of twelve (12) months. Any extension of the Agreement extends all terms 

of this Agreement throughout the extension period. 

16. In the event the Government determines that NiSource has breached this 

Agreement, the Government agrees to provide NiSource with written notice of such breach prior 

to instituting any prosecution resulting from such breach. Within thi1iy (30) days ofreceipt of 

such notice, or within any longer period of time the Government agrees to in writing, NiSource 

may respond to the Government in writing to present its position regarding whether a breach has 

in fact occmTed; whether any breach was material; whether any breach was knowingly or 

willfully committed; and any other facts and circumstances that NiSource submits are relevant to 
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the Government' s dete1mination of breach. The Government agrees to consider NiSource's 

written submission in determining whether a breach occuned and, if so, whether to institute a 

prosecution of NiSource. 

17. In the event the Government institutes a prosecution due to its determination that 

NiSource has breached this Agreement: (a) all statements made by or on behalf of NiSource or 

CMA to the Government or to the Comi and any testimony given by or on behalf of NiSource 

before a grand jury, a comi, or any tribunal, or at any legislative hearings, whether before or after 

this Agreement, will be admissible in any criminal proceedings brought by the Government 

against NiSource; and (b) NiSource will not asse1i any claim under Rule 1 l(f) of the Federal 

· Rules of Criminal Procedure; Rule 410 of the Federal Rules of Evidence; or any other federal 

rule that any such statements or testimony made by or on behalf of NiSource or CMA before or 

after this Agreement, are inadmissible. 

18. NiSource acknowledges that the Government has made no representations, 

assurances, or promises concerning what sentence may be imposed by the Court if NiSource 

breaches this Agreement, the Government pursues criminal charges, and this matter proceeds to 

judgment. NiSource fmiher acknowledges that any such sentence is solely within the discretion 

of the Comi and that nothing in this Agreement binds or restricts the Comi in the exercise of its 

discretion. 

19. NiSource also agrees that in the event that CMA's guilty plea is not accepted by 

the Court or is withdrawn for any reason, or if CMA should fail to perform an obligation under 

the CMA Plea Agreement prior to the sale of CMA or its gas distribution business, the 

Government may, at its sole option, render this Agreement null and void. 
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20. This Agreement is between NiSource and the United States Attorney's Office for 

the District of Massachusetts. This Agreement does not bind any other federal, state, or local 

prosecuting authorities. Furthe1more, this Agreement does not prohibit the United States, any 

agency thereof, or any third paiiy from initiating or prosecuting any civil or administrative 

proceedings directly or indirectly involving NiSource, including, but not limited to, proceedings 

by the Internal Revenue Service relating to potential civil tax liability. 

21. Any notice, ce1iification, resolution, or report to the Government under this 

Agreement will be given by personal delivery, overnight delivery by a recognized delivery 

service, or registered or certified mail, addressed to: 

Chief, Public Conuption and Special Prosecutions Unit 
U.S. Attorney's Office for the District of Massachusetts 
John Joseph Moakley Federal Courthouse 
One Comihouse Way, Suite 9200 
Boston, MA 02210 

22. Any notice to NiSource under this Agreement will be given by personal delivery, 

overnight delivery by a recognized delivery service, or registered or ce1iified mail, addressed to: 

Alejandro N. Mayorkas, Esq. 
Wilmer-Hale LLP 
1875 Pennsylvania Avenue NW 
Washington, DC 20006 

Carrie J. Hightman 
Chief Legal Officer 
801 East 861h A venue 
Menillville, IN 46410 

23. Notice will be effective upon actual receipt by the Government or NiSource. 

24. The Government's acceptance of delivery of any notice, certification, resolution, 

or repo1i referenced in this Agreement, or the absence of any response thereto, is not, and will 
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not be construed as, evidence of compliance with this Agreement or any other applicable laws, 

policies, or procedures. 

25. This Agreement, to become effective, must be signed by all of the paiiies listed 

below. No promises, agreements, te1ms, or conditions other than those set forth in this 

Agreement will be effective unless memorialized in writing and signed by all parties or 

confomed on the record before the Cami. 

FOR THE UNITED STATES 

ANDREW E. LELLING 
UNITED STATES ATTORNEY 

llagher, Jr. 
Evan Gotlob 
Assistant United States Attorneys 

FOR NiSOURCE, INC. 

By: ______ _ 
Joseph Hamrock 
Chief Executive Officer 
NiSource, Inc. 

By: ______ _ 
Canie J. Hightman 
Executive Vice President and Chief Legal Officer 
NiSource, Inc. 

By: _______ _ 
Alejandro N. Mayorkas, Esq. 
WilmerHale, LLP 
Counsel for NiSource, Inc. 
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